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WHAT’S ON THIS MONTH
May 2

PRESENTATION
1 Image with
5 perspectives

MAY 9

EVALUATION &
PORTFOLIO DISCUSSION

MAY 16

PRESENTATION
Black & White

MAY 26

OUTING
Morning shoot to
Fagan Park ‐ Galston

May

OUTING
Vivid Sydney between
26 May to 16 June

April was a busy month for the club. We were introduced
to the work of Irving Penn as lead up to the Geoff Pfister
Portrait Award. Irving Penn’s work with Vogue magazine
formed his minimalist approach to portraiture and his
images are literally stunning. Look him up on Google. It’s
worth the time you will spend. Congratulations to Barry
Mathews, this year’s winner of the Geoff Pfister Award.
The Hawkesbury Show was on and some of our members
were recognised for their photographic talents by
gathering up a number of prizes. Well done to all who
entered work into the competition and congratulations to
the winners and place getters. I understand one of our
members did very well with her miniature horses too.
Where are the photos Deborah Cloake.
We had a trip to Wombeyan Caves to tackle some
challenges photographing the limestone formations inside
the caves and we had a night shoot at UWS Werrington to
test our skills handling different light and lighting
situations. We demonstrated a situation where the human
eye sees something other than what the camera captures.
This phenomenon was discussed during our May meeting.
It is with regret we received the resignation of Alan Sadlier
from his position as Outing Co‐ordinator for the club. Alan
is moving to Bathurst and is now busy with the
arrangements to make this happen. We wish him and
Marg all the best for the future. And, Alan, thanks for a job
well done!
Coming up this month is an early morning shoot at Fagan
Park, Galston, May 26, 9.00 am.

Our trip to Vivid is scheduled for Wednesday June 13th.
It has been proposed we travel as a group by train to
Circular Quay on the day. This due to a serious rise in bus
costs. We need to know numbers of those intending to
travel by train by June 6th.
John Hughes

PHOTOGRAPHY TIPS

5 TIPS FOR PHOTOGRAPHING PRE‐DAWN LANDSCAPES
There was a time when I'd come home from most sunrise
shoots disappointed.
Why?
Because I didn't like cloudless skies.
And by the time I'd realise the sunrise was going to be a
"boring" one, I'd already be out of bed and on the way, so I
might as well go through with the shoot. (Breakfast at a
nearby cafe afterwards would be the highlight on these
mornings).
That was until I learned to appreciate shooting pre‐dawn.
There's a certain glow that even a cloudless landscape
takes on in the half an hour before the sun actually comes
up, that I really like.

shots of a cloudless sky will happen between 30 and 10
minutes before sunrise.
2: Shoot slightly away from where the sun is coming up
To capture the nice deep yellows and blues in the sky,
keep the brightest part of the sky just out of frame.
(Also for the reason mentioned in tip 4)
3: Shoot multiple exposures
Even before sunrise, it will still be a high‐contrast scene
that will probably require bracketed exposures to capture
detail in the darkest shadows and the brightest highlights.
4: Create a three‐dimensional foreground
Even with the sun below the horizon, the light will still
reflect off of objects in the scene. If you're shooting away
from where the sun will rise, then see a great three‐
dimensionality to the objects in your foreground by
creating interesting light and shadows. (Note the bottom‐
left corner of my shot above as a great example of this)
5: Process to the darker end of the histogram
Let shadows be shadows. The deep colourful pre‐dawn
glow will get lost if you process the image to appear bright
and vibrant.
It might be tempting to process the foreground brighter
(for the detail), whilst keeping the sky darker (for the
colour). But try to resist, else it will create an imbalance
between foreground and sky and make things look a bit
weird.
That said, you can still show lots of detail in the shadows
(especially if you've bracketed exposures), just keep them
in proportion.
In other words, keep what should be dark, dark and what
should be bright, bright.
By Steve Arnold ‐ Blaze Internet

Like in the photo at the top of this message.
Here are some tips you can follow to get great pre‐dawn
shots of any landscape:
1: Start shooting 30 minutes before sunrise
Once the sun rises in a cloudless sky, it will be so bright
and harshly lit that it loses most of the colour. Your best
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INSPIRATIONAL QUOTES

PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION BY JENELLE GAVIN
Photographic Exhibition by Jenelle Gavin.
Jenelle’s ‘Nature in Focus’ themed photos are being
exhibited at the Village Kitchen – 83 Old Bells Line of Road,
Kurrajong from 28 April until 31 May. Check out her
collection of macro and other nature photography.
All the very best and Congratulations Jenelle!

COMPETITION NEWS

NOTE: please ensure there are no images other than
Competition photos on the USB when submitting images
on the competition night.

New Scoresheet
To make things easy on Competition nights, can members
please print out their own copy of the Competition
Scoresheet from the website and fill it in beforehand.
Please print clearly so that it easy to transcribe the
information onto the website.
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HCC FACEBOOK
Hawkesbury Camera Club has a Facebook page. Follow us
on Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/HawkesburyCameraClub/

Don’t forget to make use of all of the features for members
on the Hawkesbury Camera Club website at
http://www.hawkesburycameraclub.com.au/

Newsletter Contributions
To the Newsletter Editor‐Marian Paap – newslettereditor@hawkesburycameraclub.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/HawkesburyCameraClub/
https://www.flickr.com/groups/hawkesburyimages/
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MAKING NEWS IN APRIL!
PRESENTATION ‐ PORTRAITS
TOP 10 HINTS BY JOHN HUGHES
4 APRIL
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WORKSHOP ‐ PORTRAITURE
11 APRIL
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The models
Photos by Marian Paap
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Photos by Tina Simm
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COMPETITION
ANNUAL GEOFF PFISTER PORTRAIT AWARD
18 APRIL

Geoff Higgins with the introduction to the Portrait Competition
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Some images by Late Geoff Pfister

The Judge Josephine Blue with the 2018 winning image by Barry Matthews
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The Geoff Pfister Portrait Award Runners Up

Marina Opland

Mary Hguyen
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Jenny Aquilina

John Hughes

Ron Rodgers
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Don Clay

Jonathan Auld
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AND THE 2018 WINNER IS
BARRY MATTHEWS
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HAWKESBURY SHOW
20 ‐ 22 APRIL
The Hawkesbury Camera Club was successful in Photography Section at the 2018 Hawkesbury Show.
HCC had a winner in each category. We have also took out First, Second and Third places in Category
8 ‘Photo Showing Recycled Product’. Well done!!
Congratulations to all the winners and those who’ve entered into the photography competition.
CATEGORY 1 ‐ PHOTO WITH COLOUR BLUE

3rd Place – Leeane O’Brien

Highly Commended‐ Barry Matthews

Commended – Deborah Gillman
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CATEGORY 2 – MONOCHROME

Highly Commended ‐ Marian Paap

Commended ‐ Barry Matthews
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CATEGORY 3 – PHOTO TAKEN AT A HAWKESBURY SHOW

1st Place – Tina Simm

Highly Commended – Barry Matthews
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CATEGORY 4 – BOTANICAL THEME

2nd Place – Tina Simm

3rd Place – Leeane O’Brien
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Highly Commended – Tim O’Brien

CATEGORY 5 – PORTRAIT THEME

Commended – Marian Paap
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CATEGORY 6 – LAND / SEA / STREETSCAPE

3rd Place – Leeane O’Brien

CATEGORY 7 – AGRICULTURAL THEME
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CATEGORY 8 – RECYCLED PRODUCTS

1st Place – Michelle Goadsby

2nd Place – Tina Simm

3rd Place – Marian Paap
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CATEGORY 20 – FARMS & FACES

2nd Place – Marian Paap

3rd Place – Tina Simm
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Another thrilled winner – Michelle Godsby took out the 1st place in ‘Recycle Product’ Category

All smiles when Leeane O’Brien saw her winning photographs at the Show!
Leeane took out 4 places in 4 categories
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Barry is not only a talented photographer, but also a skilled ‘patchwork maker’

Look who popped in to say ‘Hi’ at the Hawkesbury Show and also to check out the photo comp – Sophie Berg!
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Deborah Cloake’s miniature horses at the Show.
Winners in Reserve Champion Classes
Congratulations Deborah!
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OUTING – WEEKEND TO WOMBEYAN CAVES
20‐22 APRIL
Have you ever thought about attending an event with Hawkesbury Camera Club? Here is an account of a recent trip by
Ruth Nielsen with John Hughes, his sons, Peter and Dennis, Pete Burford, Jennifer Aquilina, Cathy Callen to Wombeyan
Caves.
It was a great trip to Mittagong then on to the ‘Killer Road’ as some people were shell‐shocked to hear the name of
the road. What a great challenge this drive was to some drivers. To others this was a normal day’s drive on some
country roads. We passed Wanganderry, tar road then on to shock horror, Dirt and gravel. Driving along you took note
of the sign that stated ‘Drive to Conditions’. It was a wall one side and a 1000 foot drop the other. One could not take
time out to look at the scenery, too busy keeping eyes on the road and hoping above hope that NO ONE would come
the other way. But there is always a BUT. Hell, here comes a vehicle in the opposite direction. It is not a small vehicle,
it is a huge 4wd. Thank goodness we are on the high side and not the 1000ft drop side. Pull over a far as possible
without scratching all down the side of Pete’s new vehicle. Squeezing past, while I leisurely take photos, doing vehicle
cam and having a great time while other were raising a bit of a sweat. This reminds me of the McKillops Bridge trip in
Victoria on my way to house sit last year. Lovely scenery and a great challenge to stay on the road with, Sound horn on
blind bends, which was most of them. I never raised a sweat. Do not know what the worry is. The first camping area
we came to was a bit dodgy. Looked like some of them had been there for years. Keep going ‐ there must be
something better further on. The view were incredible and we even stopped to take a few shots along the way and
hoped nothing would come around the corner.
We finely reached tared road again and continued to Wombeyan Caves Karest Conservation Reserve. A beautiful
place. Quite clean and a valley WITH NO PHONE RECEPTION. Bliss! There was a public phone if required. All others
arrived within the afternoon. Our cabin was small and clean. A great spot at the end of the area.
Every one unpacked and took a walk to see where and when the caves were open. That afternoon we all trudged up
the hill to enjoy a walk through the Fig Tree Cave. This took about an hour and was easy going. All out with tripods and
assorted cameras. Each one getting the perfect photos. The weather could not have been more perfect. Tea that night
were prawns and salmon cooked by the chef Pete Burford. A good wine etc. after a good settled meal, a few of the
crew went and did some fantastic night and torch photography. Great results by all.
The next day we travelled to Kanangra Walls 137klms away. A beautiful drive and there is another way into the
Wombeyan caves. A gentle drive but not as exciting as the drive in from Mittagong. The weather was beautiful. The
gods were looking after us. All had a quick lunch, than on to the short walk to see the walls. Beautiful sunshine gave
some amazing colours. A pleasure to photograph. There were other walks. Cathy decided to do the waterfall walk
which was about 500 steps down and back again. Brave women. The plaque walk after lunch. Cameras, water and off I
went. I DID tell the boys but they were too busy talking and I did not know they had not heard me. I walked for about
an hour. Steps up and down man made and rock formations, the views were incredible and I could hear the waterfall
from up on the plaque. I had a wonderful time. On the return walk, I counted the man made steps only 447 steps.
Great exercise and a lovely afternoon. On returning to the vehicles Pete was the only one there. He was a bit upset
and stated WHERE WERE YOU. Next time tell someone where you are going. I DID. He stated they had left to get a
search party out to look for me. No sweat. I knew where I was! Quick drive back to the Caves on the easy road. Good
shower and a wine and bickies. Great day.
The next day was a good fun day for Cathy and I. We decided to do the Wollondilly cave which was opened in 1885
than in 1928 after electricity was installed. 520 steps in and out. Very slow going and we stuck to the end of the 40
plus crowed which included about 20 children. Our Guide John Mango who should get a medal for his work with the
children. He kept them entertained and involved with the whole walk. It kept them from being afraid. One young boy
was excited and stated it was the first holiday he had in a cave. The cave was very beautiful and had some amazing
formations. Cathy and I took our time and often had to get along to catch up. There were 5 ladders, handrails and
fencing. Crystal cascades, Cathedral Cavern and too much to write about.
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Cathy and I tagged along to the next cave the Junction Cave. This was discovered in 1897 and opened to the public in
1906. It had had a lighting strike and the lights had been fixed that day, so the cave could be opened. This one only
had 320 steps up and down, 3 ladders etc. we were so lucky to be let into this cave by John Mango. Beautiful,
Beautiful! Again Cathy and I were always on the tail end due taking too many photos. Not sure how many will come
out, but it was sure worth the effort and trip. I would love to go back again. To visit the other caves when they are
able to open them. It was a trip not to be missed. I hope many more of the camera club members will treat
themselves to something special as this next time it is offered.
The staff were great and helpful and could not do enough for anyone there. To all those that came, thank you for your
company and hope we all do this again some time.
Cheers and God bless. Ruth L
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WOMBEYAN FIG TREE CAVE
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Photos by Ruth Neilson
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The explorers!
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ANZAC
25 APRIL
I was quiet a distance from the cenotaph under the tree behind the canon, I couldn't get a good picture
unless they were still. I was really focused on my settings, every time someone moved, the photos were
blurred, when I used a higher shutter it was too dark, then I raised ISO ‐ too grainy, I was been respectful
and didn't use my flash. I really need a better lens, with an aperture of 1.4 or 1.8, maybe next year I will
own one!
While I was busy taking photos, Richard, my husband wandered around and told me he bumped into Ron
and he had all his medals on. I said to him, “I wish you told me, I would have taken a photo of him”, he said
he didn't know where I was!
Not until I got home and uploaded the photos, I realised I had the photo I wanted lol. [Ron Rodger's face is
a little blurry in the photo.]
Tina Simm
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Photos by Tina Simm

Anzac Day at Wagga Wagga ‐ Pete Burford with ex RAAF mates
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OUTING
NIGHT SHOOT AT WESTERN SYDNEY UNIVERSITY
WERRINGTON NORTH CAMPUS
28 APRIL
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On the Bridge between South & North Werrington Campus
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PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION BY JANELLE GAVIN
29 APRIL
Congratulations Janelle for a successful exhibition!
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